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The Orthodox Student
on the College Campus
Want to know what's doing on the college campus? Read today's - not yesterday's - newspaper headlines.
What about the Orthodox student on the campus?
Read this startling report of a new survey.
The debate over the Torah attitude toward secular
studies-and that means in our age, primarily college
studies-has been heated and exhaustive. Three positions can be noted. There are those who consider
college attendance an outright wrong, because it distracts from Torah and presents alien and harmful ideas
and attitudes. There are those. who consider a "pure'.'
Torah-education vastly preferable, but admit that for
the bulk of Orthodox youth college training must be
accepted as a necessary evil. And there are, finally,
those who feel that it must be our ideal to produce
young men and women combining Torah with a college
education.
It is most remarkable, in view of these profound
differences of view, that no study has ever been made
of the actual problems that college attendance poses
to Orthodox youth. As a step, in this direction, albeit
a very limited one, a number of yeshiva and girls
seminary students, attending City College in New York
on a part-time basis, were asked to record their reactions to co11ege. There 'vere wide divergencies among
the students in their evaluation of their college experience-some felt profoundly disturbed while others felt
they could take it in their stride-but there was a
remarkable degree of agreement on the actual situation
they faced.
"The 'intellectual' problems have
changed drastically in the past ten
years. Rather than philosophical
questions, I feel that the immorality
present in much of the college material taught today is the most important problem faced by a Ben
Torah."
This statement, by a thoughtful senior, was echoed in
different ways by most writers. The intellectual problems, to be sure, have not disappeared; but they are
not the major issue today. "My yeshiva education of
thirteen years," writes one student, "can make me
The Jewish Observer / March, 1969

recognize ... Apikorsus and [it] won't affect my view
at all. I will always know that evolution is against the
Torah, and learning about it will not affect me." Another writes: "I have recently learnt the 'truth' concerning evolution. It hasn't influenced me at all since
I knew it's all not true. I just study it for my tests
and leave it at that."
Of course, it is true that "while a student may avoid
courses which are pure Apikorsus, it is not always
possible in other courses to discern which of the teacher's points you should hesitate to accept because it is
contrary to a basic tenet of Yahadus . . . there is no
danger that glaring Apikorsus will convince you, it is
the more subtle and 'scientific' statements which are
accepted without questioning that constitute the real
danger, because unwittingly false premises are lodged
in the mind."*
The writer calls for "a thorough orientation on
proper Hashkofoh," as did others.
"I think it is very pathetic that the
Orthodox student is not well equipped scientifically with strong, sound,
logical arguments . ... The yeshivos
should offer for half an hour a week
a regular class on principles of
Emunoh answering the Apikoros."
Yet it is quite clear that the major philosophical challenges are not the main issue troubling our students.
':'lt is worth noting that it is the study of the natural sciences
-astronomy, geology, biology-in which the challenge to
Jewish tradition is most obvious, while jt is much more subtle
in the humanities and the social sciences, anthropology, psychology. and sociology. Fred Sherrow, Apostasy on the Canipus: The Vanishing Jewish College Students (YAVNEH REVIEW,
Spring '66) presents the results of a survey according to which
the largest proportion of "apostates" is found in the humanities. Though he ascribes this to the fact that the student choosing the humanities, being more interested in ideas, may be
more given to "apostasy," he also points out that "they may
have had to contend with discussions of religion, and they
may have ... learned to be more critical of religion."
3

The opponents of college have always pointed to them
as their main argument, and the defenders of college
study have felt that students could and should be prepared to meet these intellectual problems. It now appears that the real battle is on a different front.
"The 'moral' problem can take any
number of forms. Much of the assigned material in reading courses
discusses such topics as sex, normal
and abnormal, without any /imitations ... ranging from present day
best sellers to textbooks in PsYChology. Also, I had a teacher in a
basic English course who gave every
poem a sexual preverted interpretation. He even explained the story
of 'Rip Van Winkle' in such a manner. Similarly, in a course on Health
Education ("Hygiene"), the teacher
began and finished with the discussion of only one topic, the method
of reproduction in the human species. The teacher continuously ridiculed the girls and some of the
boys who were embarrassed by his
indecent remarks and the pictures
which he showed."

[Another student reported that] "for
psychology we were supposed to
see . . . [a recent sex-centered
movie] and to discuss it on a certain day. Since I could not go to
see it, I just sat in the back and
went to sleep . . . . In my Speech
class I was always very embarrassed. Everyone talked about sex very
0 penly, without any shame whatsoever."
Psychology classes in general seemed to present many
problems:
"We l-Vere instructed to close our
eyes and touch each other, to communicote feelings. Another experiment involved forming a circle and
holding hands . . . . Sex is a large
part of the course, and the instructor can make it the center if he so
desires. My psychology teacher constantly used obscenities and told me,
'well, it's a free society.'"

Interestingly enough, in the light of what was said
above about the Humanities, one student noted that
"these problems have less chance of coming up in the
4

non-liberal-arts courses than in the liberal arts courses
where these topics can be brought up legitimately in
class," and where there are more girls! (Students also
made the point, that advanced and graduate school
courses raised less problems, and day classes infinitely
more than evening sessions.) Yet the obsession with
obscenity does appear in strange places. "My Physics 8
teacher always discussed sociological and sexual problems, and even read an ad from the 'Village Voice'
about- - - - -." A girl writes: "I did find that most
English professors enjoyed being obscene and used
every oportunity even when it seemed impossible to
find such ideas in the literature we were learning."
According to another student, "'the instructor in a
certain Sociology course seems intent on providing the
class with a good time together with the subject matter.
As a result, dirty jokes and cracks about sex and
related topics are the order of the day."
This approach is really not a mere accident. As one
girl student reports, "my psychology teacher asked me
to come to his office, to discuss with me my evaluation
of him as a teacher. He had asked the class to give
him the mark we thought he deserved. I gave him an
A-minus-the minus, I wrote, was for using indecent
language (and that's an understatement!). He told me
why he talked that way-because it wa, easier to
communicate with them on this level." This point was
also made by another student: "In Speech 1 it seemed
as if obscene language got an intellectual connotation.
It became a means of communication-a way of expressing your true and inner feelings," and of overcoming one's inhibitions. Obscenity emerges as the
manifestation of a new freedom and at the same time
also a powerful force promoting it.
WE COME HERE TO THE CRUCIAL ISSUE. Above and
beyond the question of listening to obscene talk, there
are the wider implications pointed out by some of
the students themselves: the breaking down of "antiquated" value systems and their replacement with new
attitudes. This is, of course, also done in other ways.
Some students report that "the newer and younger
faculty do not hide their displeasure when people express belief in a Supreme Being. . , . Similarly, some
of them joke about Bible-related topics. . . . Quite a
few students, in the words of one of them, "feel sick
at heart when the subject [of religion] is brought up
in the classroom, and one is yet unable to defend
himself."

But matters don't always have to be so glaring.
Writes one student:
"The example of a class led in the
'new spirit' would be my English
class, conducted by the instructor,
The Jewish Observer I March, 1969

a bearded fellow, reasonably young
at least in his attire, in a most
strange fashion . . . one time he
shut the lights and with the aroma
·of incense and by candle-light, sat
atop his desk reading Kub/a Khan.
The reading of the Rubayat was
similar, but now wine was added.
He has mounted his chair on the
table and drawn a halo atop the
board under which he sits. His main
thesis is for man to escape his box
-the conventional way of thought;
to explore the realms of more exotic
behavior. .. ,,,

This same teacher is praised by another student because
his manner is not obnoxious and he is tolerant of all
standpoints. Yet in his way this teacher mirrors the
problem which this same student considers central: the
rejection of old standards.
It is obvious that our entire society is undergoing
profound moral changes. Yet more than elsewhere:
"because of the particular stress in
college teaching on challenging preconceptions, the college experience
tends to shake up values. In effect,
'we have in the university a kind
of laboratory where we can measure
what happens when you have really
powerful cultural solvents. The new
trends operate in the university in
concentrated fashion in a highpressure situation, so the old personality is stripped off much more
quickly. . . . The end product is
the new American man or woman:
culture-oriented, pluralistic, hedonistic. . . . More and more people
have a strong privatistic orientation,
rejecting the nominative as old-

-expressed no less in the use of four-letter words
than in violent demonstrations. "There are no taboos
for the microscope. There must be none for the intellect
either," Dr. Primer continues; "this challenge also
extends to the authority of the present.... Thus the
source of authority is shifted . . . from the group to
the person."
Witness the observation of one of our respondents:
"The greatest problem in college is
that of 'each doing what is right in
his eyes.' This idea is preserved by
student dissensions as much as by
the scientific method. The overall
attitude in college is that one can
do whatever he thinks right, as long
as it is logically sound to him. This
argument is used to defy authority
as well as all forms of divine commandments."

Our student writers perceive this trend very well.
They point out that there seems to be a very clear
difference today between the older, more conservative
professors,-maybe somewhat more rigid in their attitudes but also more restrained in treating sensitive
topics, and more impersonal in their relationship lo
the students--and the younger faculty members who
are more activist, highly uninhibited in their attitude
to religion, sex, etc., and very eager to convey their
iconoclastic attitudes to their students (student riots
on many campuses have brought this cleavage to
public attention). In City College, 45% of the faculty
are non-tenured, and there is a very high rate of turnover among these instructors; many of them are hired
to teach only the general introductory courses. If they
themselves are not part of the "new wave," they are
certainly most tolerant of those who are-including
their students.•

-Dr. Irving Greenberg, Jewish Values and the Changing American Ethic, TRADITION, Summer 1968.

The student body, too, has been changing-and new
admissions policies are bound to accelerate the change,
away from a purely intellectually oriented, somewhat
sheltered and conforming group, to one deeply and
violently involved in the cultural, social, and moral

We may disagree with Dr. Greenberg's solution to
the problem but accept his description of it. He points
out that the so-called sexual revolution reflects an
"emphasis on not making normative judgments" and
expresses "the new ethos . . . the ultimate value of
pleasure and the emphasis on immediate fulfillment."
At the roots of it, declares another campus observer,
lies "a radical affirmation and almost total absolutization of the worth and centrality of the individual as weli
as his radical right to freedom" (Dr. Norman Primer,
The Campus-Flux and Tension, TRADITION, Fall 1967)

*It should be noted that according to Sherrow's study previously cited, it is precisely those students that have given up
their religious loyalties who tend to choose intellectual (rather
than professional or other) careers-such as college teaching.
They are interested in handling ideas, they have in their personality a very definite streak of high confidence in their
own intel1ectual competence (often not statistically warranted),
and they are likely to emerge as the new college instructorsagain, particularly in the liberal arts! It was noted by the
contributors to our survey that these young provocative and
stimulating teachers tend to become "models" for their students, consciously or unconsciously.

fashioned, square . ..."
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revolution of our time! "Iu class mauy students are
not at all embarrassed to discuss all aud any topics
in public .... The teachers are willing and interested
in encouraging them." The most obvious signs of the
new freedom are "the complete sexual freeness and
the automatic recourse to mass action in response to
unfavorable conditions." But these are only the overt
sings of a basic attitude that crops np everywhere.**
"It is not the professor's fault that
when he assigns the composition of
limericks, most of them are obscene.
Then, when he wants to discuss

logical syllogisms, you can expect
them to be related to the possible
existence of a Divine Being._ . . .

Dress, dirt, and disrespect for autlwrity go hand in hand. ... Mc-.
Luhan's thesis of the hot societydepending on the amount of involexhibited-has been totally
accepted."

ven1ent

"If you come to City College and
sit in Finchley cafeteria, [a 1;1lace
referred to by many others apart
from the writer of these lines], and
look around you, you can view
quite an odd scene. We have a picture of the typical man today- man
who is the epitome of nature, the
intellectual and the ruler of all
aeation. So what do we actually
see? Long, dirty hair, no shoes,
filthy feet, bared chests, bearded
men, with girls wearing hardly anything. The room is smoke-filledlargely from marijuana, etc., not
from cigarettes which are 'kid stuff.'
Deep philosophical questions are
discussed. The walls are streaked
with painted symbols for love and
peace in psychedelic colors and designs. There is psychedelic music
in the background. There is a sense
of unreality, of being in a dream-

land . ... "
**Sometimes, extraneous factors aggravate this situation'.'.'.fhl.J.s,
for economic reasons the evening division of City Colleg~
started this term scheduling all physical education coui:ses on
a coeducational basis (except one basketball course for 'men).
This of course highlights and accentuates the new fr~doni
from inhibitions. Unless there will be a change, Orthodox
students will have to discharge their physical education re*
quirements by taking golf or archery.
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Faced with scenes such as these, the student truly experiences the implications of the "new morality": flower
power, hippie revolt, drug experimentation, sexual freedom, rejection of all restraint. All these symptoms of
the rejection of the "establishment," its authority and
its values, confront him with shocking immediacy and
impact.* Of course, on a pleasant summer day he
does not have to frequent the cafeteria, but similar
scenes-and worse---can be seen all over the campus.
They are, moreover, fully recorded in the publications
circulating on campus, and there is little or no chance
that they will not obtrude into the Orthodox student's
consciousness.
The contributors to our survey show that they are,
of course, fully aware of this situation. They comment
on both the molders and the victims of the "new morality," and stress the prominent and significant role
played by Jews---confirming, at least as far as Jewish
students in general are concerned, that (in the words
of a recent symposium on the subject) "college is a

disaster area for Judaism." The specific question, however, with which they had to grapple was: What is the
jmpact of this situation on the Orthodox Jew or, more
precisely, on the Jewish boy or girl with a yeshiva or
seminary background?
Some writ,~rs .felt that the college atmosphere "does
not present more of a problem than walking in the
street does," and that one is anyhow exposed to all
the manifestations of a demoralized society. But most
of them reflected the feeling that to the religious student
the college scene represents a new shocking dimension
of direct exposure to immorality and anti-religiosity.
Some of them expressed a sense of pride in being able
to move in this world and remain true to themselvesand, occasionally, a feeling that the decay of values
experienced on campus is so repulsive as actually to
strengthen one's loyalty to one's own values. But others
were deeply concerned.
They did not, indeed, mean that the religious college
student was bound to shake off the authority of the
Torah and follow the patterns of self-indulgence around
him-though they did note many, who were weak,
falling by the wayside. They were concerned, rather,
*The degree to which "the new freedOm" of the co1lege
world is accepted by the Jewish establishment is shown by a
statement issued by the chairman of a special committee of
the Jewish Welfare Board which was charged to develop
plans to reach Jewish college youth: «We have to approach
college students with deep insight into the strange things that
motivate them, not in terms of what we believe JU:daism has
to say. . . . Though we may come with answers, the college
students themselves will have to be the ultimate providers of
the answers."
The Jewish -Observer / March, 1969

"A college student cannot help becoming immune to ob-

scenity. He cannot help accepting secular values and judgments .
. . . Most of all, he cannot avoid breathing polluted air when he
is at the very source of pollution."

with a subtle erosion of religious standards as well as
attitudes. Proper standards of dress are hard for a
girl to maintain; the meticulous strictness concerning
some dinbn or hanhogos is compromised; and for
some (nobody knows how many) there is even the
temptation to try out those drugs everybody talks
about (see: The Orthodox Collegian: Where is the
Pot?, YOUNG ISRAEL VIEWPOINT, Kislev 8, 5729).
Attitudes are even more tenuous than practical standards. The clash of life-styles that, as Dr. Greenberg
puts it, frequently leads to a "moral and emotional
:recoil" from Jewishness, is apt to undermine some of
the ideals and convictions held from earliest years.
"We also have been affected,'' writes one girl; "the
question remains what can you do to stop this terrible
fact." And another student is specific: "A college student cannot help becoming immune to obscenity. He
cannot help accepting secular values and judgments.
. . . Most of all, he cannot avoid breathing polluted
air when he is at the very source of pollution."
At the root of this pollution, according to one writer,
is the attitude that "it is completely nonsensical to
believe and aet according to what makes no sense to
the person. The fact that the Mitzvos are not rational
and are inconvenient . . . causes many to mock them
and ridicule those who do believe; althongh it may
not always be open, it is sensed throughout the campus." Says another: "We are considered a relic of the
past. It is oue of the worst things to be made to feel
old-fashioned by those around you. The whole belief
in absolute values is really out of date. 'You must
really have a hang-up about not doing this and that.'
And the reason why these feelings strike ns so strongly
is because social status, and being accepted or fitting
in, ranks so very high in our minds." Here we cotnc
to the social factor so often overlooked and yet so
significant.
"I would say, at City College, whether or not a
person stopped being religious depends not so much
on the academic atmosphere, ·as on the groups he falls
The Jewish Observer / March, 1969

in with ;ontside of class. The new friends, the extracurricular activities, and the things that lead a person
to grope for meaning are the basic canses of a change."
These are the remarks of a student who turned away
from Torah, as reported in the Young Israel Viewpoint
article quoted above. His emphasis on "interaction with
people" as the most crucial factor in a student's development is easy to document through our surveyand our writers also show how hard it is to contend
with it. The problem has a dual aspect: the impact of
the college's social atmosphere, in general, and the
question of one's relationship to individual fellow students, in particular.
Very few Orthodox students actively participate in
the social life of the campus, student government, and
clubs. But the pressure to fit in and to conform is
there-whether in the manner of speech or behavior,
dress or habits. "At some time early in his college
career, there· must come to the Orthodox student the
realization that he is not, and never can be, a full
member and participant of the college campus. Once
he comes to accept this limitation-it is that much
easier to adjust" and still preser'Ve his own values. lf
he does not accept this limitation and gets to feel "at
home" on campus, he is bound to be swamped by the
attitudes he encounters.
Writes one student: "The whole atmosphere is more
or less based upon ... values which seem to be crurnbling at their core. One's response to these attitudes is
very direct and can be rather overpowering . . . for
the basic problem is, why be different?" Writes another:
"It was quite difficult to adjust to college life. Just
seeing the ... behavior in general and the whole surroundings quite frankly made me sick to my stomach.
I felt different and this gave me a scared feeling which
took a while to calm down." But . . . calm down it
does-and, stresses one writer, "the 'broad-mindedness'
of the non-Jewish and non-Orthodox students is at first
disconcerting, shocking, and then, as with everything
else, this becomes the norm .and. there is the ever7

present danger that he will come to accept these norms
as his own. After the first few months he is no longer
appalled."*
This danger is intensified by the problem of the
personal relationships with other students. "A truly
Orthodox student, while forming acquaintances, will
not be able to form deep friendships and social relationships with the majority of students around him,
nor will he be able to participate fully in any number
of activities offered." Yet this is easier said than done,
for isolation is not easily chosen or maintained.
There comes, as a result, the powerful impact of
exposure to the philosophically eloquent atheist; the
Jew who may be intermarried or otherwise completely
"emancipated"; the social lion who unbearably boasts
of his escapades; the drug addict and, on occasion, the
pervert. Yippies, hippies, and semi-hippies--instructors
and students-offer their challenge. Jn any case, the
emergence into a coeducational society also raises other
problems. "It is difficult not to be flattered and t<? re-

spond in some way to unaccustomed attention,'' comments one girl. Even if you do not want this attention,
the problem does not go away."
"The first conversation with your
neighbor may involve only the assignment. But there is usually an
ever increasing dialogue which can
lead to an escort to your next class
or a little help with the homework
during a break. But should one ignore those around you? I have
spoken to many girls about it, and
they seem bothered about this, especially a girl with a natural outgoing personality ... Should one be
a social outcast? Perhaps you can
bring about a Kiddush Hashem by
getting involved? . . . Yet social
entanglements can only get you in
difficulties, such as being asked out
on dates, etc."

Another girl writes: "You may think it is the philosophies of college . . . concepts of atheism, existentialism, Camus and the whole lot of them. This may
bother the intellectual ... but there are ouly a handful
*It may be this spirit of accommodation which is reflected in
the remark of one student that "the way the girls are dressed
would probably not meet with your approval, but it never
bothered me. The same student "attended a class in 'personal
adjustment' (psychology) in which the teacher was totally
obsessed with sex . . . . He used four-letter words very frequently ... [it] was a unique opportunity to hear how other
people live" (our emphasis).
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of these . . . . But the problem goes further . . . . It is
the problem of socializing . . . sooner or later every
girl has to face it. A girl has some free time between
classes. Where do you spend it? Alone in the library?
Okay for a while; but man is a social animal and
requires friends. So you go to the cafeteria for a soda
or potato chips . . . . Okay, you dou't go to the cafeteria, but have a late class and need someone to go
home with or to the station; or you are offered a ride?
. . . Are we supposed to just sit in school oblivious
of onr surroundings-be alone-unsociable-talk to
no one-where do you draw the line? When the hoy
asks you out it's too late-so what is the answer?"
Many students advise: stay with your religious
friends, rather than making "outside contacts," and
work at your problems with them; "for example, it's
easier to keep out of the cafeteria (which is something
of a hangout) if you have someone to eat with and
talk to elsewhere." Says another: "Socially-speaking,
one can remain on a formal-standing basis with her
classmates. I find this the general situation as far as
I am persnally concerned .... I can see, however, where
one may be in a dilemma. E.g., the girl sitting next
to me in my English class has urged me frequently
to join her sorority. While I have no desire to do so
whatsoever, I do however meet her friends and spend
some time . . ."
A basic decision is involved here, that one is tempted
to shy away from. "It is important to realize that social
acceptance is not our goal. So what if so and so thinks
you are a queer? Everyone does not have to think
you are the greatest, no matter what influence you
imagine you could have on them." Thus, carrying this
idea of deliberate isolation as far as they can, "many
try the approach of coming to college as little as possible, doing as little as possible, and leaving as early
as possible. . . . Another approach would be for one
to attend classes bearing in mind that . . . the Jew
goes to college with the intention of demonstrating to
others what a Jew can be like."
This was the approach recommended by a number
of writers. "Orthodox students should not be kept
away from others, but be brought closer to their nonOrthodox brethren in the hope that they can find what
they are looking for in the Torah rather thau in sex
or drugs which unfortunately dominates many of their
lives today." It was also pointed out that to isolate
oneself can only appear as prejudice and bigotry, not
only reflecting on the student himself but on what he
stands for. One should get involved, argues one student,
and he speaks of his own experience in voicing his
ideas in and outside the classroom and finding them
respected.
Yet it was emphasized by many others that to speak
up for what they stood, usually involved a very uneven
The Jewish Observer / March, 1969

"I used to think that I went to college to set an example and
to show other people that you can be Orthodox and modern, and
that this might convince Jewish kids to become Orthodox, but
now I see I was grossly oversimplifying the situation."

contest for which they were not really ready, and
created more problems than there were to start with.
In order to influence others, a degree of involvement
is required that, in the opinion of most students, posed
profound dangers and pitfalls out of proportion to tbe
gains to be achieved-for, on the other hand, a great
deal of scepticism was expressed about their ability
to influence others. No matter how carefully done,
"becoming defensive or assertive about my religion ...
comes to be resented. By attempting to prove oneself
on the basis of religion, other people become uncomfortable, relationships become strained." Another,
very perceptive girl writes:
"When I started going to college,
I realized [T would be isolated];
but I didn't realize how fully it
would affect me. A lot of the kids
I know aren't religious or Jewish
at all, so we can only become
friends to a certain degree. Every
minute I subconsciously watch what
I say . . . . I also realize now that
you can't tell so1neone about Yid-

dishkeit, even if she wants to become Orthodox, and expect her to
follow what you say. Every person's
way of life is their own, and every
person has to make their own decisions. Sometimes

lVe

few religious

girls walk around college and say,
what are we doing here. I used to
think that I went to college to set
an example and to show other people that you can be .Orthodox and
modern, and that this might convince Jettdsh kids to become Orthodox, but now I see I was grossly
oversimplifying the situation."
The Jewish Observer / March, 1969

Then these are the facts as the contributors to our
survey perceive them. Whether they saw all the aspects
of the questions posed, and whether they saw them
entirely correctly in every detail, is not really too important: the fact that this is their view of the problems
of the Orthodox college student is itself the significant
point.

do they themselves draw? Here
there is a wide range of replies. Many feel overwhelmed
by the negative aspects of the situation, and indicate
strong frustrations and even guilt feelings. Others express reservations ("college is not for everybody")
and the need for strong orientation and guidance. Still
others stress that "the education is worth all the hardship"-though it is disquieting to see them pen a
damning indictment of the dangers and then conclude
with some glib rationalizing phrase ("better to face
the challenge now/' uit can't be avoided anyway,"· "no
choice," "things don't really matter that much"). The
enormous pressure on a youngster to choose a college
career and to brave its challenge emerges from the
replies-and so does the immense seriousness of these
challenges to their identification with Torah.
WHAT CONCLUSIONS

To those who because of Halachic or educational
arguments, have always peremptorily opposed college
attendance this survey is of little significance. But to
those who disagree with these arguments, it addresses
a number of weighty questions, to which answers have
to be carefully evaluated. Is adequate preparation and
orientation provided for those of our students who go
to college? Is it really possible to provide adequate
preparation in the light of the present campus situation?
Or must college be ruled out for the Orthodox youngsters at this juncture? Are there alternatives that can
be explored, such as the New York State examinations
that carry college credits? Or can we just close our eyes
to the problems that college poses to Orthodox youth
today?
C
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Chaim Shapiro

Was it... Eliahu Ha'Novi?
A Soviet Colonel "Rescues" a Survivor of the Holocaust
When Hitler and Stalin divided Poland in 1939.• my
hometown in Eastern Poland fell under Soviet
control. Like many other religious schools, my
yeshiva found it impossible to exist under Soviet
rule, and was about to close. Then something strange
happened. The Soviet Union signed a treaty with
the Lithuanian Republic. Lithuania was to be given
the Polish city of Vilno in return for permitting
Soviet military bases in Lithuania. At once, many
yeshivos moved to Vilno. Later, when Vilno was
actually transferred from Soviet control to Lithuanian

control, whoever was in Vilno was suddenly no
longer "Russialil" .~but Lithuanian!

We refugees sensed that our haven was only
temporary. We feared that sooner or later Lithuania
would be entirely swallowed by the Soviets.
Desperately, the faculty and students applied for
visas at every foreign consulate, but to no avail: all
the countries closed their doors to us. Soon the dreaded
day came: the "bear" swallowed the "pigeon":
Lithuania became the Sixteenth Soviet Republic.
The fact that we were "spreaders of the opium
of religion," and had tried to emigrate to the
"free" world, was evidence that we preferred
Capitalism to "the haven of the Proletarians.'' We
became prime candidates for Siberian prison camps!
To go back home into Soviet-occupied Poland
was impossible. The border between Lithuania and
Soviet-Poland was closed and tightly guarded,
even though Lithuania was officially a Soviet Republic.
Then one night the first mass arrests took place:
many ex-government officials and wealthy people
were arrested and whisked away - presumably
to Siberia.
In the morning I overheard a known Party
member saying: "Tonight is the turn of the parasites!"
I knew who he meant: in Communist jargon all
clergy are referred to as "parasites."
I was determined not to be shipped to Siberia.
CHAIM SHAPIRO

studied in the Yeshivas Lomza-Baranowich

and Kamenitz, and now lives in Baltimore. The above is
an extract from a book now in preparation.
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My parents had already lost one son: a twelve-year
old killed by a German bomb. I decided to go to
Kaunas, the Lithuanian capitol, and there get aboard
a train and somehow get home. I thought, "With
the help of G-d, I'll make it home," though
Lithuanian Communist police and Russian sentries
had closed the borders.
I walked all night, ducking out of sight whenever
a motor vehicle approached. I felt like a hounded
animal seeking its mother's den. I arrived in Kaunas

the following morning and I went directly to the
railroad station. It was heavily guarded by .Russian
and Lithuanian police. Everyone entering the station
had to show his documents. I had only a "Refugee
Passport." This was only good for a one-way trip
to Siberia.
I observed that the horse-drawn cabs were
prohibited from stopping and unloading on the sidewalk alongside the railroad station. Apparently this
was a precaution against sabotage. Cabs unloaded
their passengers and baggage on the opposite side of
the square. Most of the passengers were Soviet
military personnel, loaded with suitcases. A daring
plan popped into my head - a wild idea. If it
worked it would get me aboard a train going home;
if it didn't work, it would also get me aboard a
train - to Siberia!
I spotted my quarry. He was a short, fat Russian
Colonel. He was plodding across the square, loaded
with four big suitcases, pausing occasionally to
catch his breath. Swiftly I dashed over to him.
"May I give you a hand, Comrade Colonel?
I'm going to the same train, empty-handed."
His face spread into a smile, forming two deep
dimples on his clean-shaven cheeks. "Thank you,
friend," he said and handed me two of his suitcases.
My plan was based on the premise that if I was
accompanying a Russian Colonel, the Lithuanian
Communist police wouldn't dare to stop us to
check my papers, and the Russian guards would
assume that I was a Russian secret agent returning
home.
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Carrying a suitcase in each hand, I followed closely
behind the Colonel. He said something, but I didn't
reply - we were now within earshot of the police
and I didn't want them to hear my poor, accented
Russian.
At the station door, not one of the police asked
to see my papers! Inside, there was one more
obstacle: the Gate Officer. Everyone entering the
train had to pass by him and show his ticket.
I dashed ahead of the Colonel and, pointedly addressing the Colonel, I called, "Pozdno! Posh/eel"
("It's late! Let's go!") The Gate Officer chose not
to ask to see the tickets of a heavily-loaded Russian
Colonel and his - apparently important companion.
I headed for the car nearest to us but the Colonel
called "No, not that one; we are going First Class!"
(The so-called "classless" Soviet society had
three classes of cars. And apparently a Red Army
colonel doesn't ride with proletariats.) Finally we
stepped into a first-Class compartment ,and the
Colonel locked the door behind us. We flopped
down onto the elegantly upholstered seats, breathing
heavily from exertion.
Not only had I stalked the bear's den, but now I
was inside it! I was certain that he would start
asking me questions, as soon as he caught his breath:
my name; my place of birth; where I'm going ..
But I didn't even know this traiu's destination!
Moscow? Leningrad? Riga? Vilno? Minsk?
I looked ont the window, and what I saw almost
made me faint. On the next track was a freight train and
packed inside the freight cars were men, women
and children. I could see them through the slatted
sides of the cars. I could hear their cries. It broke my
heart. Two armed Russian guards were stationed
between each car. No doubt they were being shipped
to Siberia. "I'm on the wrong train!" I thought.
I had to figure out how to avoid the questions
that the Colonel would soon he asking. Then I
remembered that Russians are avid chess players.
Chess is sort of a national obsession with them.
When they play they concentrate deeply, seriously;
they remain almost mum: conversation is definitely
frowned upon.
"I wish we had a chess board, Colonel" I said.
His round face grew rounder and a big smile
forced his fleshy cheeks out. He opened one of his
suitcases and pulled out a brand new chessboard:
"Back home we can't buy even furniture, and here
they waste such fine wood for chess boards!"
From the same suitcase he pulled out some bread
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and salami and a bottle of vodka. "We can eat and
drink while we play," he said. I declined politely.
I was very hungry but I wouldn't eat treife salami.
As for whiskey - I never touched the stuff. He
filled two tea glasses with vodka and gulped down
one glass before we even set up the chess board. Then,
after he made a sandwich and ate it and drank
another glassful of vodka, he announced, "Now we
are ready to play!"
We played a few games in total silence. But my
mind was racing along with the train wheels:
What will I do when the border controls begin ticket inspection, passport inspection? What could I
do? Where could I hide? And ... where is the
train going?
Finally the Colonel yawned: "Time for bed.
I have a busy day tomorrow in Moscow." So, I was
Moscow-bound! He took a blanket from his suitcase,
said "Goodnight," covered himself, and went to sleep.
The Colonel's snoring might have been irritating
to someone else, but it was sweet music to my· ears.
When the border-control inspections begin I could
hide under the seat or someplace else, which I
couldn't have done if he was awake. No one would
dare wake a Russian colonel, I presumed, just to
inspect his train ticket. As the train rounded a curve,
some moonlight glanced off three large stars on
the epaulettes of the Colonel's overcoat, which was
hanging near the window. An idea struck me.
I removed his coat from the hanger and I covered
myself with it. "Now I'm also a Russian Colonel!"
No Lithuanian conductor would dare wake me up!
After awhile, I heard the conductor announcing
to the passengers, "Ticket Control. Show your
tickets." I directed a tefiloh to G-d asking that He
should not forsake me. I could hear the conductor
now in the very next compartment. In a few minutes
I would know: success or failure. Suddenly I realized
something terrible - my civilian shoes! I flung
off my shoes, hid them, and stuck my feet into the
Colonel's knee-high army boots.
The conductor knocked on the door. Getting no
response, he opened it with his pass key. I began
to snore to cover up the noise of my heartbeats.
I could sense the conductor's flashlight sweeping the
compartment. Finally he mumbled to himself, in
Lithuanian, "Pu/konikas" ("Colonels"). He locked
the door behind him!
Still half-petrified, I whispered my thanks
I looked at the Colonel. He was still snoring.
beams were playing on his face. I thought I
a slight smile. A strange thought entered my
Perhaps he is not really a Russian Colonel.

to G-d.
Moondetected
mind.
Perhaps
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he is . . . Eliahu Ha' Novi? According to the Kabbalists,
Eliahu appears by G-d's will in various forms,
to help people in distress. How else explain the
Colonel's strange un-Russian-like actions and
attitude?
I prayed that the Colonel wouldn't wake up soon the Border Control inspection would be taking
place. This inspection calls for passport and visa
inspection, as well as tickets. My trick worked once,
why shouldn't it work again? But the Colonel
mustn't wake up! The train jerked and lurched again
and again, but "Eliahu" remained immersed in his
smiling dream.
At last there came a knock on the door. It was
the Border Control. They didn't wait for a reply, just
opened the door and switched on the light. For
what seemed to me an eternity there was only silence.
I peeked a bit and saw two armed Russian soldiers.
One of them picked up the Colonel's bottle.
"Wow! They couldn't even finish this bottle!"
''Here, have a snort."
"Not while on duty, old buddy."
"Schastlivye snee, Polkovniki" ("Happy dreams,
Colonels"), one of them said, and they left,
locking the door behind them!
Germany invaded the
Soviet Union. World War II had started with an
unprecedented fury! I wound up deep in the heart of
Russia. During the next year I had various jobs
on communal farms in the vicinity of the Volga River,
and worked at repairing bombed-out railroads. In
1943 I volunteered for the Polish Army which was
being organized in Russia. In time I became a
tank officer. I fought in battles against German tanks.
Eventually, I was wounded. Because of my battle
experience and my fluency in both Polish and
Russinn, I was assigned to a Polish Tank Officers
School, as an instructor.

I NEVER DID GET HOME -

In 1945, Germany was beaten and the war ended.
People danced in the streets, but I didn't. By now
I had learned what the Nazis - with the enthusiastic
help of the Poles - had done to my People. I had
lost my entire family: out of a family of close to a
hundred men, women and children, I was the only
one alive.'
All of Poland, it seemed to me, was one gigantic
cemetery of Jewish dead. I couldn't build my future
on a cemetery. I craved to be demobilized, so I
could leave rotten Poland and rotten Europe forever.
But then Marshal Rola Zymierski, Commander-inChief of the Polish Army, ordered all officers - in
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particular, those trained in Soviet schools - to sign
up for a minimum of five more years of service.
Tank and Air Force officers were required to sign
up for seven years! I began to think about deserting.
I asked my Colonel for a 30-day furlough, but
got only a 7-day pass. My first pass in three years!
My pass was valid for the Military District of
Bialystok only.
It was no secret that thousands of officers and
men - especially Jews - were deserting the Polish
Army. Those whose units were near the PolishGerman border were able to slip across the border
into the American or British Zone of Occupation.
But I was stationed at the other end of Poland, on
the Polish-Soviet border.
It would take me three or fours days to cross
Poland and reach the German border. I wanted to
visit my home town; I wanted to go to Auschwitz
and pray at the site of my family's ashes. But time
was short. I had only seven days to make my escape!
I learned that trains ran from Poznan to Frankfurt,
Germany. Frankfurt is on the Oder River, and the
Oder River was the new Polish-German border.
Awaiting a train at the station in Poznan, I hoped
that the six medals and the wounded-in-action
decorations I wore on my chest would dissuade
the MP's from checking my pass.
Aboard the train, my Polish uniform - the only
Polish uniform among all the Russians - practically
invited a pass inspection at the Polish-German border,
for there were no Polish Army units stationed on
German soil. Then came a shock. The conductor
called for everybody to prepare to disembark.
"Did we cross the border already?" I asked him.
He explained that the train couldn't cross into
Frankfurt because the bridge was bombed out.
"There's a temporary wooden bridge, for pedestrian
and light vehicles only," he said. "All train passengers
must cross the bridge on foot."
I looked out the window and saw the river and
the bridge. On our end of the bridge there was a
sentry booth with a Polish officer standing in front.
And at the other end of the bridge I could see
another sentry booth and a Russian officer standing
there. All my hopes and plans suddenly vanished.
I could never pass through those control booths
without a proper pass. I would certainly be stopped,
arrested, and charged with desertion. Though the
War had ended five months ago, Poland was still in a
state of war - I could be shot for desertion.
I felt sick. My brain was about to explode - the
choice was bitter: face another seven years in
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hated Poland, or risk my life by trying to get past
the sentries up ahead.
I had an idea. Since there were so many Russian
officers in the Polish Army - Russians wearing
Polish uniforms - why not pretend I'm a Russian?
If the sentries think I'm a Russian, they won't ask
to see my pass. The only way I could pull off a trick
like this was by singing. I knew my Russian songs.
I had been a :Zapyevala ( foresinger) for the troops.
We sang very often; it was traditional. The :Zapyevala
leads the singing. After he sings a stanza, everybody
repeats the second half of it.
As we approached the bridge I called out, "Say
Comrades ... how about a song?" A captain replied,
"It's your idea. Sing!" Gladly, I began:
You are waiting, Elizabeth
From your boy friend, greetings
You don't sleep, till dawn
Still worrying about me!
We'll achieve victory!
To you I' 11 return,
On the hot battle horse.

We passed the Polish sentry booth while I was in
the middle of the stanza. Everybody was silent,
of course - my voice rang out loud and clear. The
Polish officer at the booth clicked his heels and gave
us the proper salute. When we all returned the salute
I made sure to use a full hand salute - Russian
style - not a two-finger salute, Polish style. While
the entire group was repeating the second half of the
stanza, I raised my eyes to Heaven in thanks. The
trick had worked.
But the greatest danger was yet to be faced.
There was still the Russian officer on the other end
of the bridge. My trick might not work there.
He might detect my accent. I continued:
My dearest, you are waiting and
hoping
Smile when we meet, l was brave
in battle
In longingness and excitment
Don't stand at the doorsill
I shall return when the snow
will melt!

While the group was repeating the stanza, I realized
there was only one more stanza to the song, but
we were only halfway across the bridge. I haci to
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think of another song to begin immediately after this
one ends; but in panic, my mind went blank.
When we reached the other end of the bridge, all
was quiet when a major barked, "S-M-l-R-N-0!"
(Attention!) An Army jeep driven by a chauffeur,
with a Russian General sitting in back, was approaching us. The jeep stopped and we saluted the General.
He stood up and returned our salute. When I saw
him, a shock passed through me. I couldn't believe
my eyes. Was I mistaken? Was I dreaming? The
General was the very same Russian Colonel who nearly five years ago, in June, 1941 - had arrived
at the railroad station in Kaunas, Lithuania,
loaded with suitcases - Eliahu HdNovi who had
brought me into Russia! Our eyes met for a split
second. He smiled. His face was thinner but still
round; his hair was grayer; and a general's star

glittered on his cap. He called out, "Prodolzhayte
Rebyata" ("Continue, Boys").
Perplexed . . . mystified, I was immersed in
thought. An officer alongside me brought me back
to reality: he tugged on my sleeve and shouted directly
into my ear, :Zapyevala, you heard the General's
order: keep singing!"
Turning my head for one more glance, I continued:

I'll arrive in spring tinze
I'll open the gates
You and I, I and you
Unseparated for eternity
Oh, how to live to that day
Of the engagement and wedding!
To embrace the beloved one of mine!
I ended the last line just as we were passing the
Russian control-booth. The officer on duty suddenly
left his post and approached us. A chill passed
through me - I was sure he was coming after me the only Polish uniform in the group - and he was
going to ask to see my pass. My eyes looked up to
Heaven. Instinctively I turned my head backwards,
toward the General. His jeep suddenly made a U-turn
and stopped in front of the officer. While the General
engaged the officer in conversation, we continued
on our way!
To this day I thank G-d and his messenger for
saving me from the German hell and the Communist
"heaven." Did I deserve it? - who can say? But
I find some answer in the lovely faces of my children.
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Yaakov Jacobs

The Jew Without Torah:
The ''Non-Jewish" Jew
How does a Jew turn his back on Jewish sanctity And go on insisting that he is '~good Jew"?
A look at the Origins of the Torahless Jew
The natural habitat of the fish is water.
The natural habitat of the beast is the natural world.
The natural habitat of Man is the world of the mind.
The natural habitat of the Jew is Torah.
Biologists are intrigued when they discover a creature that has traits common to the fish and yet can live
on dry land. Zoologists - and children - are fascinated by beasts which have the ability to learn to do
things which can normally be done by Man alone. The
discovery of a group of primitive people untouched by
civilization is a treat for anthropologists.
What of the Jew without Torah: the "non-Jewish
Jew" who lives outside his natural habitat, and yet
appears to survive?
There have always been Jews who chose to reject
Torah, to reject their G-d - a decision they could
not make had not the Almighty Himself endowed each
of us with the freedom of choice. "/ have set before
you Life and Death" the Almighty says to the Jew,
"and you shall choose Life." Inherent in this challenge
is the ability to choose HDeath," even, as it were,
against the Divine Will.
In the past, Jews who rejected Torah and their G-d
knew that by this rejection they had cut themselves
off from the Jewish people. Having been born Jews,
yet rejecting "Life," they had made the conscious
choice of "Death."
In our time there has evolved the phenomenon of
the Jew who rejects G-d and His Torah; who rejects
"Life," and stubbornly insists: that he is still a Jew;
that he is proud of being a Jew; that he takes serious
offense at any questioning of his status.
It is well that we should study the Jew without
Torah, determining, if we can, what propelled him outside of his natural habitat, and what makes him yet
stubbornly cling to his Jewishness. From the knowledge gained we may extract the wisdom to reverse the
process and bring the non-Jewish Jew back to his natural habitat.
l4

Studies of the species Torahless Jew have been done
by Jews who are themselves uncommitted to Torah.
While objectivity may be a virtue in the social sciences,
a Jew who is "neutral" about Torah and G-d, lacks the
passionate concern for the salvation of his brothers
who are the subject of his studies.
THE TORAHLEss JEW was conceived in the 19th century with the rise of the Haskalah movement. The
entire literature of the Haskalah is a primary source
on the origins of the Torahless Jew.

What was the Haskalah? - the secular Jew might
speak of it glowingly; the believing Jew recalls it with
horror: Haskalah destroyed countless Jewish souls. In
a recently published work, Abraham Mapu: A Literary
Study of the Creator of the Modern Hebrew Novel,
(East and West Library / Cornell University Press,
1968) Professor David Patterson defines the Haskalah
with scholarly detachment:
Modeled on the German Aufklarung, the
Hebrew movement of Enlightenment, known
as Haskalah, attempted to provide a bridge
in Jewish life from the medieval world of the
ghetto to the modern world of Western
Europe. As the first step, it advocated a reform in Jewish education calculated to facilitate Jewish participation in the broad stream
of European culture by grafting secular elements to a syllabus hitherto entirely composed of traditional, religious studies. For the
Maskilim ... some understanding of European culture appeared to be an essential prerequisite in the long, hard struggle for emancipation.

What was the result of this "new learning"? Small wonder . . . that the effects upon
Jewish life were disastrous! In Germany, the
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path to secular knowledge soon became a
high road to conversion. University education and legal equality were purchased wholesale at the price of Judaism.
The partitions of Poland at the end of the eighteenth
century, which brought a large Jewish population into
the Russian Empire, Patterson notes, confronted the
Czarist regime with an "undeniably alien element"
which "clung tenaciously to its own distinctive religion,
language, mannerisms, habits of food and dress, and
constituted a self-contained, inbred and highly selfconscious society, with a widespread, esoteric system
of education, and - from the viewpoint of the regime
- of highly doubtful loyalties." In reacting to this
"potentially hostile segment of the population, the
government resorted . . . frequently to [a policy] of
ruthless oppression . . . a nightmare reign of terror,
characterized by ferocious assaults on the economic
and religious structure of Jewish life, and the introduction of compulsory military service . . . with child
recruits mercilessly pressed and kidnapped into premilitary training establishments. Few of these Cantonists, as they were called, were ever reunited with
their families.
"The sorry plight of Russian Jewry was further aggravated by a remakable increase in population throughout the nineteenth century, accompanied by a proportional increase in the difficulties of eking out even the
meagerest of livelihood . . . The scope of economic
activity was so severly limited that a man with a barrel
of herrings was considered a merchant!"
And a new Czar rose to the Russian throne Alexander II - and for ten years it seemed as though
the dorkness of Jewish life had ended: conscription
of children was done away with, economic restrictions
were removed, and high schools and universities opened
their doors to Jewish students. But this enlightened
policy was not motivated by love for Jews, as Prof.
Patterson observes; it was: " ... aimed at the cultural
integration of the Jewish population in place of the
prior unsuccessful attempts at religious conversion, ..."
And how did Haskalah react to this reformed attempt
at conversion? [it] received the enthusiastic support of
the growing band of Maskilim, the Jewish
exponents of enlightenment . . . To these
Maskilim the governments educational proposals seemed a heaven-sent instrument for
the reform of Jewish life as well as for the
eventual acquisition of political and economic
emancipation. Hence, they embraced the
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cause of secular education with unabated
zeal, urging Jewish youth to take immediate
advantage of the new facilities.
The young people, who had responded
readily and in growing numbers to the call
of Haskalah for enlightenment, secular education and entrance to the universities, went a
step further and embarked upon a process
of rapid assimilation to the majority culture.
Once again, the instrument of the Hebrew
language, into which the Maskilim had so
laboriously translated a copious number of
foreign works on art, literature and science,
was used as a means of acquiring the secular knowledge necessary for entrance to a

university, and promptly abandoned ... the
Maskilim found themselves the unwitting
abettors of a ceaseless process of complete
estrangement from Judaism ... until finally
the poet J. L. Gordon . . . after a lifetime
of struggle for the ideals of Haskalah, could
only utter the despairing cry: 'For whom do
I toil ... ?'
. .. the Maskilim did [not] understand,
until the damage had been done, . . . their
own contribution to the undermining of communal unity - a breach which has never
been repaired.
,
It is paradoxical that when OrthoPox Jewry saw
the need to organize their forces againslt the destroyers
of communal unity, they were labeled 'rseparationists"
- a label which is still used by secul~rists against an
independent Orthodoxy, and even - ' $idly - by Orthodox against Orthodox.
l

The yearning for Emancipation and freed om - the
catch-words of the Haskalah - led !many Jews to
freedom from their Jewishness. They !;vent down the
road to assimilation; often to the obliitration of conversion to Christianity. Many flocked ~o the banners
of socialism, Marxism, and communism,1 but stubbornly
insisted that they remained Jews in th~ richest sense.
They even created an ideological str!tcture to their
belief that their concern with social jus*e and equality
made them the spiritual heirs of the pr~phets.
1

Others maintained that they had out~ved their need
for Jewishness, but that they would c\irry the name
so long as Jews remained victims of p¢rsecution. One
such Jew was Isaac Deutscher. Deut~~her was horn
into a Polish Chassidic family in l 90l. While yet in
his teens he rejected his heritage, and\ was active in
the Polish Communist Party in the 1~20's until his
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expulsiou in 1932. He moved to England where he
became known as an authority on the anti-Stalinist
left between the two wars; his biography of Stalin is
the definitive text on the subject. Following his death
in 1967, his wife arranged for the publication of several
of his essays on Jewish themes, titled The Non-Jewish
Jew and Other Essays (Oxford University Press, New
York, 1968).
Deutscber's understanding of himself as a Jew is
a classic case of what he himself describes as "The
Nou-Jewish Jew."

. . . to me the Jewish community is still
only negative. I have nothing in common
with the Jews of, say, Mea Shaarim or with
any kind of Israeli nationalists. I am attracted
to the left-wing Marxists in Israel. but feel
just as close to likeminded people in France,
Italy, Britain, and Japan . . . Are we now
going to accept the idea that it is racial ties
or 'bonds of blood' that make up the Jewish
community. Would that not be another triumph for Hitler and his degenerate philosophy?
If it is not a race, what then makes a Jew?
Religion? I am an atheist. Jewish nationalis1n? I am an internationalist. In neither sense,
am I, therefore, a Jew. I am, however, a Jew
by force of my unconditioned solidarity with
the persecuted and exterminated. I am a Jew
because I feel the Jewish tragedy as my own
tragedy . ...
Deutscher's exposition of his Jewishness can certainly bring no joy to either the nationalist or secular
Jew. In a review of Light on Israel by Maurice Samuel,
and Deutscher's book (Jewish Frontier, Feb. '69)
Jerome Greenfield criticizes Samuel for being "so
official in his presentation." But, he continues, "If
Mr. Samuel's book suffers from the limitations of
conformity to traditional Jewish and Zionist tenets,
Isaac Deutscher's clearly highlights some of the dangers inherent in their rejection." Yet, is not his rejection
of his Jewishness - which would have been total had
he been convinced that antisemitism had disappeared
from the earth - simply a logical extension of nationalism and secularism? Intellectually, if not emotionally,
it is not a very large step from being the nationalist
Jew rejecting the sanctities of our People, to becoming
the internationalist Jew who condescends to remain
a Jew because the Jewish tragedy is his tragedy. Ludwig Lewisohn wrote somewhere of the Jew whose at16

\titude is, "I wrui born a Jew, but I assure you, it will
never happen again."
But not every Jew who chose the road to Emancipation was happy with his new Freedom. Franz Kafka
was a Czechoslovakian Jew who died in 1924, at the
age of forty one. Kafka was brought up in an acculturated family of German origin living in Prague. (It
has been suggested that through his mother whose
family name was LOwy, he was a descendent of the
Maharal mi'Prague). He received little formal Jewish
training; studied law; worked as an official of the local
workman's compensation department; and published
some short stories .
Kafka suffered, among many other things, from a
feeling that his father had no confidence in him that bis father was constantly trying to tear him down.
As a boy, he objected to being forced to go to shul
on Rosh Hashonah and Yorn Kippur. As a young man
Kafka became interested in Yiddishkeit, and began
to study what he had not been taught as a child. While
suffering from tuberculosis, from which he ultimately
died, he would leave his sick bed to attend classes in
Talmud. But rather than being pleased that his son
was coming closer to Judaism, Kafka's father ridiculed
him. Kafka wrote a Letter to His Father, which he
never delivered to his father, and was published only
after his death, (Schocken Books, New York, 1966),
in which he pours out his frustration:

Through my intervention Judaism became
abhorent to you, Jewish writings unreadable;
they "nauseated" you. - This may have
meant you insisted that only that Judaism
which you had shown to me in my childhood
was the right one, and beyond it there was
nothing . . . But [it] could only mean that
unconsciously you did acknowledge the weakness of your Judaism and of my Jewish upbringing, did not wish to be reminded of it
in any way . ...
George Steiner, an outstanding literary critic
himself something of a Torahless Jew struggling with
his Jewishness - suggests in Language and Silence,
( Atheneum, New York, 1967) what motivated Kafka
to re-evaluate his Jewishness: "By ... speaking German, the Jewish middle class [in Prague] was hoping
to assert its emancipation, its partnership in liberal
European values. Kafka sensed that such hope was in
vain."

But it was Kafka himself who has best dramatized
the dilemma of the Jew torn between his Jewishness
which lies deep within his consciousness, and the
allure of Freedom and Emancipation.
The Jewish Observer / March, 1969

"The scientific report, one recalls, is that of a gifted ape who
has managed 'with an effort which up till now has never been
repeated ... to reach the cultural level of an average European.'
In the tortuous confinement of a cage so small that he could
neither stand nor sit in it, the idea had dawned on the ape of
getting out by imitating his captors, and he began, most appropriately by learning to spit, and then to drink schnapps by the
bottle, an act which at first violently repelled him."

One of his short stories, "A Report to an Academy,"
is written in the form of a scholarly paper delivered by
an ape who for five years has Jived as a "human" and
has been asked by the members of the Academy for
"an account of the life I formerly led as an ape." He
tells of his capture in the jungle and of the agony of
captivity: "I had no way out but I had to devise one.
... I had to stop being an ape."
Students of Kafka are divided on the Jewish significance of Kafka's fiction, though most all agree
that he ranks with the greatest writers of our time,
and has been the most stin1ulating and original influence
on modern literature. Those who would discount the
Jewish meanings in Kafka, are often themselves Torahless Jews, not willing to confront the intense-while
troubled-Jewishness of so masterful a writer. Robert
Alter, a most perceptive critic, who brings to his
criticism a deeper understanding of Judaism than all
other Jewish writers and critics we have r.ead, contends
that "even in a bizarre story like 'A Report to an
Academy' which is so far removed from any overt
reference to Jews . . . Kafka's fictional invention is
formed ... of his experience as a transitional Jew."
(After the Tradition, E.P. Dutton, New York, 1968).
Alter's reading of this story makes it a devastating
analysis of the "Emancipated" Jew.
The scientific report, one recalls, is that of
a gifted ape who has managed "with an effort
l1'hich up till nott1 has never been repeated ...

to reach the cultural level of an average European.'' In the tortuous confi-ne1nent of a cage
so small that he could neither stand nor sit
in it, the idea had dawned on the ape of
getting out by in1itating his captors, and he
began, 1nost appropriately by learning to spit,
The Jewish Observer I March, 1969

and then to drink schnapps by the bottle, an
act which at first violently repelled him. In
retrospect, the ape stresses again and again

that he finds no intrinsic advantage in being
human: "there was no attraction for me in

imitating human beings; I imitated them because I needed a lvay out, and for no other
reason ... ah, one learns when one has to;
one learns lVhen one needs a way out." ...

I suspect ... that this fable which calls into
question the whole status of humanity was
initially shaped around Kafka's awareness of
himself as part of the modern movement of
Jews who had emerged from the confinement
of ghetto life to join European culture, and
that the ape's disquieting ambiguity about his
own achievement flows from Kafka's insight
into how much of themselves Jews had left
behind in their fornzer existence without even
the compensation of genuine acceptance in

the "human" world outside the cage. The
very contrast between hun1an and Jew was
one that modernizing Jews the1nselves implic-

itly accepted in their desperation for a way
out. The poet Y. L. Gordon's famous line,
HBe a man outside and a Jew at ho1ne,"

summed up this whole self-negating mentality as it lvas articulated in the Hebrew En-

lightenment, and Kafka himself must have
been particularly struck by Gordon's formulation, for he copied it into his diary when he
ran across it in Pine's history.
WE WILL RETURN TO THE JEW WITHOUT TORAH
IN OUR NEXT ISSUE.
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"A Little Too Serious ..."
who has been writing a column for the Yiddish DayM orning Journal for several decades, recently said that THE JEWISH
OBSERVER, "is professionally edited,
but it is a little too serious, or too
B.Z. GOLDBERG,

severe."

We have no quarrel with Mr.
Goldberg; everyone who enters the
arena of journalism must be ready
for criticism-we assume Mr. Goldberg was being critical. He may
even be right; all the more reason
to give his words a little serious
thought ... there we go again being
serious.

But seriously: it is important, every now and then, to take stock;
to look closely at what we are trying
to do, and how well, or poorly we
are doing it. There are the obvions
pitfalls, especially in the case of a
religious journal. We can easily be
guilty of conceit-a sin no less
severe when practiced collectively;
or, we can be guilty of self-flagellation, by being too severely critical
of ourselves.
Perhaps we can avoid both these
pitfalls by re-stating some of our
objectives, and leaving for others to
judge to what extent we have, or
have not, achieved these objectives.

scene, both of which are embodied
in our sacred literature.
In the vast outpouring of the
printed word produced by the
American Jewish community, there
is little real recognition of this role
of Torah in understanding Jewish
affairs and resolving Jewish problems. It is the purpose of THE JEWISH OBSERVER to serve as a corrective, offering a forum to current
thought on issues of the day, as
seen from the perspective of commitment to the Eternal Truths of
Judaism.
THE JEWISH OBSERVER believes that
only an informed constituency can
react intelligently to the devastating
effects of Jewish illiteracy, the forerunner, and the major cause of

assimilataion.

is committed
to the highest standards of journalism and integrity. In the tradition
of the journal of opinion, we seek
to take our readers behind the
screen of distorted news reportage,
and organizational self-aggrandizement, which makes it virtually impossible for the average Jew to
know what is really happening on
the Jewish scene.
THE JEWISH OBSERVER

purpose of THE JEWISH
to make available to the
English reader, translations from the
Traditional Literature - a closed
book to so many English-speaking
Jews.

IT IS THE
THE JEWISH OBSERVER is committed
to the proposition that every problem and every new challenge which
confronts the Jewish people, must
be examined and resolved in the
light of the Divine Law revealed to
Moses on Sinai, and the tradition

which has evolved over the centuries

of Jewish experience on the world
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OBSERVER

is committed
to the belief that the ultimate resolution of all Jewish problems awaits

THE JEWISH OBSERVER

the coming of the Messiah, and that
it is toward that goal that Jewish life
must direct itself, if it is to best
serve the Jewish people.
FINALLY,

and inclusive of all our

goals and aspirations,

THE .TEWtSH

OBSERVER is committed to proclaiming the Glory of the Almighty, and
the restoration of His Law to the
centrality of Jewish peoplehood, to
the end that we may in our time
merit that the nations shall go up
to Mount Zion; that His Name shall
be One; that all shall serve Him
from the Holy Temple in a Jerusalem restored to its Eternal Glory.

we submit that all this is very
serious. Someone has said, HThere
are things that we must take very,
very, very, seriously . . . but not
TOO seriously." There is a truth
there, and we can apply it to our
own efforts, to what we might call
the physical fact of THE JEWISH
OBSERVER, but we cannot, we n1ay
not, apply it to the body of beliefs
which motivate us, which give substance to our existence. We can
readily admit that we may goof at
times, we may at times be guilty
of being "a little too serious," a little
"too severe," and even a little too
wrong. But ... quite often we are
dealing with the most basic sanctities of the Jewish People, which in
turn involve the survival of our
people, and what Jew would deny
that these are indeed serious matters.
NOW,

There are times when we try to
be light; this is no easy task, and
it doesn't always work-but we will
keep trying.
D
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BOOKS IN REVIEW
SEDER NIGHT is the "national night of the Jew," Dr.
Isaac Breuer wrote in The Problem of the Jew: on this
night a father is called upon to pass on to his son the
national legacy of our people-our becoming a nation
upon our redemption from Egypt, redeemed by G-d
and dedicated to His service. A great responsibility

PASSOVER HAGADAH
translated and with the commentary of
Rabbi Dr. Marcus Lehmann
rendered into English for the first time
London, 1969; Honigson Publishing Co., $6.95.

thus lies on the master of the Seder-not to be discharged by mere mechanical recitation of the Hagadah,
or even by retelling a few choice observations from
the voluminous Hebrew commentaries on the Hagadah.
It was in recognition of this fact that Rabbi Dr.
Lehmann of Mainz, at the end of the last century,
composed his commentary for German-speaking Jewry.
A worthy companion to the Hagadah text, his work
was a coherent, thoughtful, yet eminently fascinating
and readable guide to the ideas and ritual, message
and procedure of the Seder evening. As a result, it
immediately became a popular classic. It would be
an error, however, to assume that this popularity was
achieved through superficiality of approach; the pages
of the commentary glitter with passages from Talmud
and Midrash, Zahar and Kuzari, Abarbanel and Dubner
Maggid-to mention just some of the sources quoted.
The popular acceptance of the commentary was
actually due to the lucidity of style and presentation
achieved by the author-and this provided of course
a real challenge to the translator who was called upon
to preserve these qualities in the English edition. He
has adequately met this challenge, and produced a
most readable work. The publishers, in turn, made it
a most attractive example of the art of bookmaking;
close to 400 pages of large, easy to read print, on
heavy paper, with plenty of margin space, nineteen
full-page illustrations and an excellent hard-cover
binding.
This Hagadah truly deserves the widest possible
dissemination and will, with G-d's help, see many
future editions. With an eye to that eventuality, this
reviewer would offer two suggestions to make it even
more useful as the Hagadah par excellence. In the first
place, while the editors have somewhat revised the
The Jewish Observer J March, 1969

rather concise Seder instructions of the original work,
further elaboration of the Dinim would undoubtedly
be a help for many users of the Hagadah. Also, an
index of topics and of sources quoted would surely
be appreciated.
Any review of this work must include an expression
of thanks to the (anonymous) translator, to J. Lehmann, Booksellers, and to The Gateshead Foundation
for Torah, who all co-operated in making this splendid
work available to the Jewish public. They will deserve
the credit as innumerable Jewish families will be able
to have more meaningful Sedorim, guided by the immortal thoughts presented by Rabbi Dr. Lehmann. D
SlDDUR TEFILLATH Y!SROEL
(the "HIRSCH SID.DUR")
with translation and commentary
by Rabbi Samson Raphael Hirsch
translated by the S.R. Hirsch Publications Society
New York, 1969; Feldheim Publishers, $9.75.

The translation and commentary on the Siddur by
Rabbi Samson Raphael Hirsch was published originally
after the death of the author, having been written well
after his other major works-the Horeb, the Chumash,
and the Tehillim-had appeared. This fact gives a
special poignancy and significance to this work. Here
the author pulled together many strands of thought,
from decades of incredibly fruitful creativity, weaving
a scintillating tapestry, with flashing insight, deep contemplation. and elaborate philosophical constructions.
The commentary to the Siddur is built upon Rabbi
Samson Raphael Hirsch's basic conception of Tefillo/1,
Hs nature and function, as explained in Rabbi Dr.
Joseph Breuer's introduction; upon this foundation it
traces the sequence of lofty ideas that lead from Adon
Olam to the Shemoneh Esreh, and on through the
Shabbos and Yorn Tov prayers. Yet each part stands
by itself, illuminating its particular section of the
prayers.
The reader will linger over the introduction to the
Korbonos and will be inspired to refer to the commentary on V ayikroh; he will study the explanation of
the psalms and hear the echoes of the Tehillim commentary; the profound analysis of the Shema will lead
him back to the author's discussions in the Chumash
a\n,d the Horeb; but he will always again r~turn to the
Siddur commentary for its concise and trenchant summary of the central ideas.
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A Wonderful Experience
Never to Be Forgotten !

CAMP S'DEI CHEMED INTERNATIONAL

in ERETZ YISROEL
• Our own beautiful modern 100-acre campsite in Rishon Le'Zion • Olympic size filtered
swimming pool • Completely equipped for all
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Every reader will naturally be struck in particular
by one or tbe other section-this reviewer would like
to single out the analysis of the Shemoneh Esreh (which
occupies 35 of the 760 pages of the Siddur); every
paragraph in it throws some striking light on this
central portion of our Tefilos. To those who do not
have the separate edition of the author's comeutary on
Plrkey Ovos, this forms of course an outstanding feature of the Siddur.
Attention must be drawn to the way in which Rabbi
Samson Raphael Hirsch not only built his comments
around innumerable quotations from Tanach and Talmudic literature, but also provided at every point additional references to them as welJ as to his own
writings (thus he prefaced the instructions concerning
the putting on of Tefillin with the appropriate crossreferences to the Horeb and the Chumash Commentary).
Excellent print and attractive hard-cover binding are
typical of the painstaking effort that went into the
production. The care taken hy the editors is shown
by the fact that, like the German original, the word
"G-d" is italicized when it refers to the four-lettered
name of G-d, to distinguish it from other Hebrew terms
referring to Him. In view of this loyalty to the original,
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Never before available in English ...

2,000 Years of
Jewish Biblical Commentary
... in capsule form

WELLSPRINGS OF TORAH
by ALEXANDER ZUSIA FRIEDMAN
By itself, the Bible is not Judaism. It was the rabbis who, through
their interpretation of the Bible, taught the average Jew to understand and to love his religion. Translated into the vernacular and
expounded to the masses, the Bible became the guide of every Jew.
This remarkable book, Wellsprings of Torah, is a brilliant and
imaginative anthology of Biblical commentaries ... an invaluable
source book of the works of famous scholars, dating from the second century before the Christian Era to modern times.
Wellsprings of Torah provides the reader with a convenient arrangement for easy reference to the commentaries beneath the
appropriate verse from the Pentateuch and the haltarot (readings
from the Prophets) accompanying each weekly portion. Hundreds
of comments, parables, stories and sayings offer examples of the
rare combination of keen insight and profound love for their brethren which distinguished the great teachers of the Jewish people.
Easy to read ... simple to understand. Open it to any page-you will
find a gem of wisdom there!
The fact that very little of the medieval scholars' writings are available in English makes Wellsprings of Torah extremely important to
students and scholars of the Bible, particularly those who are not
familiar with the original Hebrew sources.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Alexander Zusia Friedman was one of the leaders of organized
Orthodox Jewry in Poland in the era between the two World Wars.
A staunch Hassid, he was widely active as a speaker, writer and
administrator, but his chief interest was in education and Rabbinic
scholarship. He became a moving spirit behind every endeavor on
behalf of religious education in Polish Jewry, working even behind
the walls of the Warsaw Ghetto during World War II, to provide Jewish education for thousands of children and adolescents, until his
death at the hands of the Germans in 1943.

Commentaries have been culled
from scholarly sources throughout

the centuries. A few of the
writers represented are:
Reb Simon ben Yohai
(2nd Century B.C.E.) Palestine.
Author of the Zohar (Book of Splendor).
Saadia Gaon {892-942) Babylonia.
Rashi (Rabbi Shlomo Yitzhaki)
(1040-1105) France.
Moses ben Maiman
(Maimonides,RaMBaM)
(1135-1204) Spain.
Moses ben N'1hman
{Nachmanides, RaMBaN)
(1194-1270) Spain.
Don Isaac Abarbanel
(1437-1508) Spain.

EDITED FOR THE MODERN READER
From the original Yiddish edition, Nison L. Alpert has compiled and
edited those commentaries, interpretations, sayings and stories,
whose meaning could be conveyed intact in the English idiom of
today. Gertrude Hirschler, an educator .and writer, has translated
these selections with perception and understanding, for the inspiration of men and women, young and old, who live in what is today the
largest community in the world.
2-volume set, slip-cased. 584 pages. Price: $12.95

Joseph Karo

(Bet Yoseph) (1468-1555) Safed, Israel.
Judah Loew ben Bezalel
(MaHaAa!) (1525-1609) Prague,
Israel ben E!iezer
(Baal Shem Tov) (1700-1760)
Founder of Hassidlsm.
Ezekia! landau
(Noda BiYehuda) (1714-1793) Prague.
Moses Schreiber
{Hatham Sofer) (1762-1839) Pressburg.
Israel Meir Hakohen
(Haphetz Hayyim) (1835-1933) Poland.

At your bookstore or direct
CONTENTS
The work is in two volumes, the first of which
includes commentaries on the Books of Genesis, Exodus and Leviticus, and the second, the
Books of Numbers and Deuteronomy. Volume
Two also contains selections from writings and
commentary on Passover and the Seier HaMitzvot (Book of Commandments).
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Acclaimed By Educators

TOR.AB & TRADITION
by
WALTER ORENSTEIN and HERTZ FRANKEL

This Bible textbook for religious schools of all
trends has a new and creative approach to the
teachings of Chumash by emphasi%ing the ethical
teachings of the text, while laying due stress on
the understanding of the Hebrew.
The authors have received much acclaim for their
volume TORAH AS OUR GU IDE, which is used
in hundreds of schools.
TORAH AND TRADITION is the textbook Jewish teachers have long been hoping for. It is highly
recommended by prominent educators who have
seen advance copies of this unique tool for the
effective. and enjoyable teaching of Chumash.

this reviewer was somewhat puzzled by the transliteration, in both translation and commentary, of Hebrew
words according to the Sefardic pronunciation; Rabbi
S. R. Hirsch, in the second edition of the Horeb, drew
special attention to the fact that he deliberately used
the A shkenazic pronunciation.
In the face of the truly excellent work of the editors
only one minor suggestion may be offered: future editions would benefit from greater uniformity in the
rendering of the instructions that occur in the Hebrew
text-some are translated into English (like the one
concerning Hamelech Hamishpot), some are not (like
the one concerning Hamelech Hakodosh), some are
printed in square print, some in Rashi script, and some
in the old German-Jewish script.
In conc1usion, the translation deserves special commendation. Rabbi S. R. Hirsch's style ran to rolling
cadences and all-encompassing sentences. To provide
an English rendering that would be readable and yet
preserve the dignity of the original is no mean achievement, and the translators and publishers merit high
praise. Without ·any question,'this Siddur will become
a popular and cherished possession in Jewish homes.

$2.50
AT ALL JEWISH BOOK STORES

Or Order Directly From:

HEBREW PUBLISHING CO.
79 Delancey Street

New York, N. Y.

Stay at the

CENTRAL HOTEL
in Jerusalem
Strictly Kosher • First-class air-conditioned
rooms • Automatic Shahhos clock in each

room which can he set to put out the lights
on Shahhos to the wishes of each guest • Two

A Convenient
Time-Saver For
Tabs-Tours Customers !
Next time you're going anywhere overseas, or the United
States, just phone for reservations and ask for Mail
Ticket Delivery. We 1l mail your tickets immediately,
saving you a trip to our office. D Tabs Tours Ticket
Delivery is as simple as that! And you can charge your
travel on your Air Travel Card or other selected Credit
Cards. Or simply return your check in the postage-paid
envelope that will be provided.

Meier Schenkolewski

TAB TOURS
49 West 47th Street, New York, N. Y. 10036
Tel.: 246-2552
FULLY APPOINTED AND BONDED AGENCY
Closed Saturdays - Open Sundays
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beautiful restaurants for meat and milk
• Spacious hall for smaller and larger affairs
up to 1,000 people for conventions, weddings,
and Bar-Mitzvas. • A Synagogue and two
mikvahs.

• • • •

Central Hotel is located in the Center of the
city within walking-distance to the Kotel
Hamaaravi (Western Wall) and close to the
Chassidic centers of Gur and Belz, also near·
by the downtown business sections.

• • • •
If you wish to spend a glorious summer vaca·
tion in the Holy City of Jerusalem, make
your reservation now.
Write to:

CENTRAL HOTEL
6 Pines St. Davidka Square
POB 1351 - Jerusalem
Cable Address: CENTHOTEL JERUSALEM
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second looks
at the jewish scene
"They keep changing the rules... "
In reporting the aftermath of the
oil disaster on California's coast,
The New York Times quoted a

nasty statement made by the president of the Union Oil Company
whose drillings caused the mess.
The Wall Street Journal then proceeded to criticize the oil company
official, and several other national
publications reported the president's
"statement." When it turned out
that the official had been misquoted,
the Times explained that it had
been due to a reporter leaving the
room where the president of the oil
company was testifying, and taking
down the "quote" from a fellow
reporter-the quote being garbled
in the process. But the Wall Street
Journal shook off responsibilitywe just copied it from the Times,
was their defense.
No-we are not about to criticize
the Times again for their inaccurate
coverage of Jewish affairs; we want

only to note that Jewish editors do
not enjoy the luxury of a "newspaper of record" which makes it
possib1e to say, "it must be so, we
read it in the 'Jewish' Times."
A Jewish weekly recently reported that Conservative Judaism
was contemplating doing away with
the second day of Yomtov-a move
which we could certainly not let go
by without comment. But we .remembered the canons of journalism
about checking sources-especially
necessary as we have noted, in
Jewish affairs, and called a leading
The Jewish Ohsen•er / March, 1969

official of the (Conservative) Rabbinical Assembly, who agreed that
the report is substantially correct.
The report, or teshuva, proposes
the elimination of the second day
of Yomtov for all festivals except
Rosh Hashonoh, and is based on
'
the "discovery" that:
had our forefathers enjoyed the
world wide system of communications at our disposal, such as
telephone, telegraph, and jet
planes, each more effective than
the bonfires and messengers formerly used for this purpose, Yam
Tov Sheni Shel Galuyot and even
the yoma arkhta, the "continuous

day" encompassing (two days) of
Rosh Hashonah would never
have come into practice.
The Law Committee notes that
they felt ready to abolish even the
second day of Rosh Hashonah but
restrained themselves on the basis
of a "halachic principle":
. . . if we adopt the principle
stated in Barakhot 45 a, 'to go
ahead and see what the people
are doing,' we would find that
while Yorn Tov Sheni has fallen
by the wayside. vast numbers
of Jews are still perfectly content
to observe the Second Day of
Rosh Hashonah. . . . "On the
American scene, and in other
Western communities, the Second
Festival Day presents special
problems ... (with) school children of all ages, from grade
school pupil to the university stu-

dent find[ing] absence from
classes for five more days an
extreme hardship, particularly in
the fall season when the four
days of Sukkot, Shemini Atzeret
and Simhat Torah follow the
three days of Rosh Hashonah
and Yom Kippur . ...
The sad result is that the overwhelming majority of them go to
school on these 'holy days.'
Lest anyone conclude that this
move is motivated by convenience
alone, the report declares that:
"our proposed declaration on
Yorn Tov Shen! will also help
'save' Judaisn1 in a crucial period. It will help restore some
semblance of confidence in the
machinery of halacha, in the
operations of our Law Committee and in the realisn1 of our
aproach to Judaism."
THE REPORT CONCLUDES that "people need not feel compelled to observe Yorn Tov Sheni other than
the Second Day of Rosh Hashonah.
On the other hand, those who still
desire to maintain it as an expression of their personal piety, as a

"humrah," might do so, v'tavo alei-

hem brakhah . . . . "
We asked the RA official we spoke
to if the abolition of the second day
of Yomtov stood a chance of being
adopted by the entire Conservative
movement. He pointed out that the
"report of the Law Committee" was

in essence a teshuva ( responsa)
written by one authority, and that
even the teshuva was not yet official. We asked him what procedure
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would make it official. Several additional "teshuvos;'' pro and con, had
to be written on the same subject,
he said-"four or five-I forget the
exact number: they keep changing
the rules so often." He went on to
explain that even after the "teshuva"
had become official it would still be
like any other "teshuva" and not
binding on all Conservative congregations, unless it was unanimously adopted by the Rabbinical Assembly. "Even the famous teshuva
permitting driving to shul on Shabbos, has never been adopted by
the entire Conservative movement,"
he told us, but he did grant that it
is widely followed. A previous effort
to abolish the second day of Yomtov was unanimously defeated, but
our informant indicated that it now
has wider support, paradoxically,
from what he described as "the
right-wing" which "suffers most
from the restrictions of the second
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With Hebrew Text, English
Translation and Commentary

by Rabbi Yitzchak Broch
$3.95
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day of Yomtov, since it is as easily
"observed" as the first.
The rule of unanimity works both
ways, we were told. The Rabbinical
Assembly recently voted unanimously against permitting the performing of Bris Milah on the fourth,
rather than the eighth day. When we
asked what possible basis there
could be for such a change, and if
there had been a teshuva to support
it, the reply was that "one of our
rabbis had done it, and the Rabbinical Assembly voted unanimously
that it was against their policy."
Any member of the RA who sanctions Milah on "the fourth day"
would be expelled, he added.
To those of our readers who are
dismayed when we take a critical
look at our Conservative brothers,
we might consider a question that is
often raised tbese days in another
context: "Who fired the first shot?"
What of tbose Conservative Jews
"who still desire to maintain" the
second day of Yomtov "as an expression of their personal piety, as
a 'humrah' "-the teshuva says they
"might <lo so, v'tavo aleihem brakhah:• But apparently they will
have to go to an Orthodox shul to
be eligible for the official blessings
of the Rabbinical Assembly.
[J
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New York-London-New York
It is an axiom of Jewish life today
-one which we must often repeat
-that the press is the most unreliable source of news. What appears
in the press is more often than not,
a rehash of a release written by
concerned parties, or simply a planted story.
One strange exception to this rule
is the Jewish Chronicle of London.
The Chronicle, unfortunately, has in
recent years conducted a vicious
crusade against Orthodoxy in Great
Britain and against Chief Rabbi
Jakobovits--even suggesting that he
is tainted by the "separatist, ultraOrthodox Adath Congregation of
pre-war Berlin and the Aguda, of
which his father-in-law Rabbi Eli
Munk, of Paris, is a prominent
exponent." (2/14/69)
Yet, in spite of this bias which
often comes through in its news
columns, the Chronicle still maintains high standards of journalism
that are difficult to find in most
Jewish newspapers. Their New York
correspondent is a competent journalist, and on occasion his report in
the Chronicle on some matter of
interest to American Jewry, is the
only factual report available. As a
case in point, we offer the recent
mid-winter conference of the Rabbinical Council of America. It was
"covered" by The New York 1'imes,
and the usual innocuous dispatches
appeared, concerning discussions on
certain newsworthy issues. Not a
word appeared to indicate that for
the first time in many a year, a president of the R.C.A. expressed doubt
concerning his group's liasons with
"umbrella groups," such as the Synagogue Council of America, even
suggesting re-evaluation of their
position.
We have steered away from this
touchy question in recent months,
but we believe that our readers
deserve to know at least as much
about what is happening in American Orthodoxy, as our brothers in
The Jewish Observer / March, 1969

Britain know. What follows is the
complete report as it appeared in
the Jewish Chronicle on February
21, 1969.
The Rabbinical Council of America (R.C.A.), the more modern
branch of Orthodoxy, composed
of men born or educated in the
u.s., is torn between the desire
to remain part of "umbrella"
organizations with Conservative
and Reform (Liberal) rabbis,
even with secularists, and pressures from the extreme Right,
to whom all non-Orthodox are
"free-thinkers" and, therefore, to
be strictly shunned.
This dichotomy has existed for
a long time, and has resulted in
much unhappiness among the
R.C.A. 's members, as well as considerable debate whenever they
get together, as they did recently
at their annual mid-winter conference.
They wish to be respected by
the Yiddish-speaking, East European-born, Right-wing rabbis,
whom they look upon as masters
of the Torah and as their revered
teachers.
At the same time, they have to
live and work in a modern American environment, among congre-

,gations keenly aware of events
here and abroad, which expect
,their rabbi not only to be informed of them, but to participate in organizations dealing with
them.
At its recent conference, the
president of the R.C.A., Rabbi
Zev Segal, of Young Israel of
Newark, New Jersey, spent considerable time on the matter in
his presidential report.
Although he said at the outset
that he was not taking a position
but merely stating the case, it
was obvious that he was on the
side of secession, at least from

some of the main "umbrella"
organizations.
Taking as one example the
Conference on Soviet Jewry, he
asked how he could sit there and
join in a demand for matzot for
Russian Jews or their freedom
of religion "with people who ridicule religion and themselves do
not eat matzot?"
It was a "cardinal sin" to have
helped to build up the secular
leadership of organizations fo
which the R.C.A. is affiliated, Rabbi Segal said. They had taken
the leadership from religious
hands. Even the Zionist movement, "which was always in the
hands of the religious," was now
led by secular Jews.
He went on in this vein, and
was answered-and defendedby his fellow-rabbis.
A formal reply was given by
Rabbi Israel Miller, a former
president of the R.C.A., now president of Yeshiva University and
chairman of the American Zionist Council, and immediate past
chairman of the Conference on
Soviet Jewry which Rabbi Segal
had criticized.
Rabbi Miller said he did not
know what was meant by "religious'' and "secular," since "I
can't find anything secular in
Jewish life." He stressed that
"you don't lose what you are
by joining an overall co-ordinating body."
"We cannot tum the clock
back at this point and say that
only the religious leadership is
going to lead the Jewish people,"
he declared. "In fact, this has
never been true, and it was not
even so before the Zionist movement.''

"Were the Rothschilds and the
Montefiores rabbis?" he asked.
Rabbi Segal had said it revolted him to hear kaddish for
the Iraqi Jews recently hanged
25

being recited by Rabbi Jay Kauffman, a Reform rabbi and the
exequtive director of B'nai B'rith,
at
demonstration recently in
WaShington. "I found nothing
wrohg with Rabbi Kauffman saying !kaddish," Rabbi Miller dcclar~d.

a

"We made the decision to be
involved in every aspect~f Jewish life," he stated. "We went
to university, and we are sending
our children to university (a reference to the Right-wing rabbis
who frown on 'secular' education). We have social action com-

mittees. It was a calculated risk,
but it had to be taken. We must
be in a united front, because we
are one people."
The argument was heated, with
practically all of those present
participating in it, and it was
impossible to tell how a vote
might have resulted. One argument stated the fear of being put
"farther away from our sages"
through joining world organizations. "We cannot afford to be
pushed farther to the Left; we
must have a Torah front."
Rabbi Segal, in reply, saw the
time coming when the R.C.A.
would have to re-evaluate its
position.
D
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"Only in America"
Perhaps no institution in Jewish life
has been as vulgarized as Bar Mitzvah. Jewish sanctities are trampled;
Jewish values are destroyed; common decency is compromised-all
in the name of . . . Bar Mitzvah.
No greater indictment of this vulgarization could be found than the
words of a contemporary teshuva
responding to a question concerning
celebration of Bas Mitzvah. The
responsa says, in essence: "Had I
the power, I would abolish Bar
Mitzvah celebrations. Why intro-

KOSHER for PASSOVER
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Supervised and endorsed by The
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duce one more vulgarity."
Another vulgarity which has become commonplace in America today is the saccharine-sweet "ecumenism" which asserts that if Jews
and Christians do most anything
together, it breaks down barriers
and furthers religious harmony and
understanding.
In Terre Haute, Indiana, these
two vulgarities came together on
Washington's Birthday last when
Seth Cohen celebrated his becoming
a Bar Mitzvah in his father's Temple. Music at the service was provided by a 60-member chorus of
Catholics, five of them young ladies
training to be nuns. The boy's
father, rabbi of the Temple, called
it a "tremendous breakthrough . . .
an international first." Sister Marie
Brendan, the nun who instructed
the choir, said, as reported by the
Associated Press: "We're learning
in the phonetics . . . . The Jewish
prayer books are written this way.
All the different little signs which
are Greek to me are written on one
side and the phonetic pronunciation
is written on the other." The AP
further reports that:
the choir members . . . were
surprised when the Rabbi suddenly announced he had "made
them all Jews."
He had uttered a Hebrew
phrase and jokingly told them
they had been inducted into
the Jewish faith.
The day after the service was held,
The New York Times reported that
the European-born grandfather of
the boy sobbed with joy throughout
the service: "Only in America
could this happen."
Verily ... Only in America. O
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A ''Guest" in Jerusalem
El Al, the airline of Israel, is an
extension of the State. Enemies of
the State have struck at El Al jets
knowing that each such blow strikes
at the State.
As a commercial endeavor, competing for the ever-growing international travel market, El Al must
make use of advertising in order to
function. But as an extension of
the State, the airline has the obligation of keeping its advertising
campaign within the limits of good
taste, and at least in some measure,
within the demands of Jewish integrity.
With all this in mind, we have
at times swallowed hard, and abstained from criticism of certain ads
appearing in the general press where
good taste-to say the least-was
compromised.
But a recent El Al ad which has
appeared both in the general press
and in Jewish media, including at
least one Orthodox publication,
prompts us to speak up.
Above the question: "WHEN MAY
WE ENTER YOUR NAME IN JERUSALEM'S GUEST BOOK?" appear the
names of several great figures in
Jewish history, and non-Jewish personalities. Among the latter, is
listed "Titus: Emperor." No Jew
with even a minimal background,
can but shudder when he thinks

HOSPITALS, HOTELS
and AIRLINES

how the Emperor Titus spent his
time after having entered his cursed
name in "Jerusalem's guest book."
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Our reader's point is well taken.
Hotvever these matters ARE discussed by others and they cannot
be met with silence. Assuming that
those who are puzzled by these
questions can "easily" discuss them
with a talmid chochom-which is
hardly certain-what of the large
number who will make no effort
to do so-are we to permit them
to be exposed to one-sided discussions? We don't think so.-ED.

Letters to the Editor

A Proper Forum
To the Editor:
The Adar issue of The Observer
contained an article by Dr. Leo
Levi in which he touched upon the
meanings and values concerning the

fully explain the subject to true
seekers of knowledge. However ... a
public forum is not the proper place
to discuss such matters, and I feel
certain that the discussion of such
topics in The Observer will do
more harm than good. Chazal have
taught us mv'?lllJ 111•iyJ pllli11 pi;,

private relations between man and

and anyone wi1ling to obtain knowl-

wife. I wish to point. out that the
Rishonim have written at length on
this subject. The final chapter of
Ba'alei Hanefesh of the Rabad and
the Jgeres Hakodesh of the Ramban

edge concerning this. topic can easily
obtain it in private discussion with
a true talmid chochom.

"The New Morality"
To the Editor:
"The New Morality" by Rabbi
David Bleich [February, 1969] is
great! Best article I've read in the
last year-the kind of statement
STRONG Orthodoxy can and should
make.\).
J. M. AUFRICHTIG
Brooklyn, N. Y.

NAME WITHHELD
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Pinchas ·Lewin, director of the Bais
Yaakov School network in the Holy
Land. The colorful outpouring of Orthodox: activists from every walk of life
at the dinner, was a glowing tribute to
the huge expansion of the American
Agudist movement in recent years, and
its recognition as an effective spokesman
for independent Orthodox Judaism. D

"HELP ISRAEL Vs. ARAB TERROR"
1,000 AT AGUDAH DINNER
PETITION PRESIDENT NIXON
A stirring appeal to President Nixon to
help Israel "put a halt to A.rab terrorism"
was issued as the climax of the 47th
Anniversary Dinner of Agudath Israel of
America on Sunday evening, February
23rd, in New York City. A distinguished
cross-section of American Orthodoxyover a thousand rabbis and lay leaders
-participated in the annual gathering.
The festive mood was tempered by the
rash of anti-Jewish terrorist acts in the
Middle East.
Seated at the head dais were the
foremost Roshei Yeshivas from every
part of America, jncluding three distinguished members of the Moetzes Gedolei
Hatorah: Rabbi Moshe Feinstein, Rabbi
Yaakov Kaminetsky, and Rabbi Yaakov
Ruderman.
Delegates from every part of the world
attended the dinner, including a number
of Agudist leaders from Israel and the
chairman of Agudath Israel of Argentjna,
Dr. Yerachmiel Kugielski. The d-lntler
was chaired by Rabbi Shmuel Bloom Of
Baltimore, a prominent young Agudah
leader, who was introduced by Joseph
Friedenson, general secretary of the organization, and Editor of Dos Yiddishe
Vort. The chairman reviewed the activities of the American Agudath Israel
organization, and stressed its accomplishments in reclaiming large numbers of
American Jewish youth for a Torah way
of life.
listened with great reverence to an inspiring address by the
Chairman of the Mo!!tzes Gedolei HaTorah, Rabbi Moshe Feinstein, who ex·
tended greetings on behalf of all the
Roshei Yeshivos present. Rabbi Feinstein
lauded Agudath Jsrael for its constructive
accomplishments for Torah in the United
States and Israel, and declared that its
leadership sets a model of self-sacrifice
in service to Kial Yisroel. The worldrenowned Torah authority especially
commended the American Agudath Israel
organization for its "historic accomplish'me:ritS: ~t-yeshivos in representing Torah
J intereSts ,,in wMhington." He closed with
a stirring appeal to Orthodox Jewiy to
"become personally involved in Agudath
Israel's battle for Torah and to stop
watching from the sidelines."
THE ASSEMBLAGE

president of Yeshiva Chofetz Chaim of Baltimore, who
supported Agudath Israel's rescue efforts
in Europe when he served as a u.s. Army
chaplain in the European theatre during
World War II, was the guest speaker.

RABBI AARON PAPERMAN,
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He declared that the most meanirigful
accomplishment of' Agudath Israel in
America was the "creation of a· new
climate in the United States wherein
genuine Yiddishkeit can flourish." Rabbi
Paperman reiterated "Orthodox Jewry's
solidarity with the entire Jewish people
in its commitment to and coricern for
Israel in its hours of physical crisis,"
but he cautioned that Israel's leadership
must learn that "they cannot build the
country on the secularist concepts of
those very nations of the world that have
demonstrated their deceit, and contempt
for the Jewish people."
The Hagaon Rav Aharon Kotler Me1norial Award was presented to Mr.
Martin Klein, president of Beth Medrosh
Govoha of Lakewood by Rabbi Joseph
M. Baumol, dean of the Mesivta of
Crown eights, who praised the awardee
for his "major efforts in expanding Rav
Kotler's crowning creation: Beth Medrosh Govoha."
RABBI MOSHE SHERER, executive president
of Agudath Israel of America, presented
the Morebiu Yaakov Rosenheim Memorial Award to Mr. Aaron Seif, and the
Reb Elimelech Tress Mernorial Award
to Frank H. Klein. He stressed Mr. Self's
"pioneering efforts as one of the original
founders of the American Agudist
movement forty-seven years ago," and
pointed to Mr. Klein as an outstanding
example of a Jew rescued from the
Holocaust who kept his vow to help rebuild Torah life on these shores."
Greetings on behalf of Agudath Israel
of Eretz Yisroel were extended by Rabbi
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The Gallery includes portraits of the Chofetz Chaim, R' Chaim Soleveitehik, R' Chaim Ozer
Grodzenski, R' Eliezer Gordon, R' Meier Shapiro, R' lsser Zalmon Meltzer, R' Yoseph
Chayim Sonnenfeld, R' Elehonon Wasserman, the Gerer Rebbe, and the Czortkover Rebbe. D
Each portrait is reproduced on special, heavy stock, making them ideal for framing to adorn your
home. D The Gallery has been prepared especially for us in a limited edition, by the
Artscroll Studios of New York.

The Gallery of Portraits of G'dolei Yisroel
is available at the price of $3.00 per setWe will rush a set to you free, postage-paid
with each gift subscription you order.
{If you are a subscriber, and would like to have a set for your ow:i use, renew your subscription for three years at the reduced
rate of $12.00 and we will send you the Gallery free of cost. Thb is an $18.00 value for only $12.00 - a saving of five dollars.}
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